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Find us on
or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/
The hash started in 1938, so our hash starts at 19.38, unless otherwise indicated.
All directions/ timings are vague and start from Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction unless they don’t.

DATE
#NO ON ON
Post Code HARES
6th January 2020
2168 George Hotel, Henfield
BN5 9BD Prince Crashpian
Directions: A23 N to Pyecombe. A281 left to Henfield 5 miles. right at mini-roundabout into
High St. Pub on right 250 m. Est. 15 mins.
13th January 2020
2169 Griffin, Fletching
TN22 3SS Cinderfella
Directions: East on A27 for 6 miles. At Ashcombe Roundabout take the 1st exit onto Brighton
Rd/A277. After 1 mile turn left onto Nevill Rd/A275. Continue for 7.5 miles and at roundabout
take the second exit (right) onto Lewes Rd/A272, then the first exit (left) onto A25 for 1 mile.exit.
Turn right onto Mill Lane for 2 miles, then left onto the high street. Pub on the left. Est 30 mins
20th January 2020
2170 Queen Victoria, Rottingdean
BN2 7HF Prof & Knightrider
FROM BRIGHTON PIER. Head along A259 east towards Newhaven. Turn left at 1st set of
traffic lights after Rottingdean Windmill. Pub is on right hand side. Limited parking. 10 mins.
27th January 2020
2171 Partridge, Partridge Green
RH13 8WD Wilds Thing
Directions: A23 north past Pyecombe & next left on A281. Stay on A281 through Henfield, over
river and next left B2116. Pub on right 1.5 miles. Est. 25 mins. Advance notice: Burns Hash #12!
3rd February 2020
2172
Beer Engine, Southwick
BN42 4FJ Bouncer & Angel
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HASHING AROUND SUSSEX:
CRAP UK H3 - ## New Year, New Hash! ## Worth Way Runners will set their inaugural trail
on Sunday 5th January at 11am from Tilgate Park RH10 5LP. Ginger Nuts haring.
Hastings H3 #353 05/01/20 11.06am–Bexhill seafront, opposite the clock tower on West Parade
TN39 3HF. Hares: Duracell and Bushsquatter. On Inn Wetherspoons
CRAFT H3 17/01/20 7pm - Rose & Crown Worthing – P trail from station. Surrey H3 Xmas weekend.
Thought for the Day: My resolutions for 2020: 1)
get back to the same body shape and weight I had
before the accident. 2) stop calling Christmas
binging the accident.
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BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
17-19/01/2020 Surrey H3 Late Glitz & Glamour Christmas Bash – Ardington Hotel, Worthing
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7sgd6e6wko727qd/SURREY%20H3%20CHRISTMAS%20BALL%202020.pdf?dl=0
24-26/04/2020 Trinidad, Interhash - https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/
01-03/05/2020 Barnes H3 Summer Ball – The Castle of Brecon hotel, Brecon – booking details: http://www.barnesh3.com
05-7/06/2020 Jurassic UK Full Moon Nash Hash – Swanage/Wareham RFC http://www.geoffkirby.co.uk/UKFullMoon2020
19-21/06/2020 Mad Mid Summer Kirk Hash - Desertines, Mayenne, France – See trash 271 for more info!
19-22/08 2021 Eurohash Prague – Waiting list: https://eurohashprague.com/registration
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I am concerned that quite a lot of Hashers don't wear high vis on the runs. I have been looking at workwear
express and we could get high vis waistcoats with a logo on the back for just under £4.00.
Please can you put this idea out there and see what people think? Local Knowledge
Sounds like a bloody good idea to me. Let’s do a pre-order
order check for interest levels over the next few hashes. Ed
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Crawley Run And Pub (CRAP) H3
A brand new hash for Sussex holds its inaugural r*n on 5th
January at Tilgate Park in Crawley. Worth Way Runners
have been joining us as well as several other local hashes in
the area for a few months now, and have enjoyed it so much
they decided to set up their own hash. The plan will be to
meet on the first and fifth Sundays which,
whic
with the
exception of Hastings H3 which is usually a bit too far for most, are not already covered locally. Good luck to
Sticky Balls, I Need One, Ginger Nuts, Chaos and everyone else involved! On on!
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Hash mismanagement – the latest who’s who:
Joint GM’s
On-Sec
Webfart
Hash Cash
Hare Raiser
Beer Monster
RA’s
Haberhash
Hash Trash
Hash relay
Christmas Hash
Hash awards

Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton
Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood
Don ‘On-Don’ Elwick
Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle
Julia ‘JJ’ Madigan
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
Kit ‘Knightrider’
Knightrider’ Dawson
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
Pete ‘Prof’ Thomas
Pat ‘Ride-It,
It, Baby’ Morfitt
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
Jone
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons

SURREY H3 Xmas in Worthing
As previously mentioned in these pages, Surrey H3 are
descending on Worthing on 17th to 19th January, and
as well as the CRAFT Pub Crawl Hash on the Friday
have invited BH7 folk to join in on their Saturd
Saturday run
from the Fox, Patching at 11.30am
11.30am. £5 inc. lunch.
We also now have more information on the CRAFT
which will start at 6pm in the Rose and Crown. A ‘P’
trail will be marked from the station and between the
pubs so join in when you can and don’t worry about
the early start. A Thai Curry has been arranged for
8.30pm at £15 per head, drinks extra, by prior booking
only, but there are other pubs availa
available whilst the
hungry feed. Hares are Hash Flash (Sticky Willy on
BH7), Petal and Bouncer. On on!
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The year 2020 is going to be full of puns about perfect vision. I can see it coming.
May the fleas of a thousand camels infest the arse of anyone who fucks up your new year and may their
arms be too short to scratch it. All the best for 2020

THE BELLY TRAP
The biggest lie I’ve ever heard was eat all your food and you’ll grow big and strong. Look at me, f*cking fat!

REHASHING…
Green Man, Horsted Keynes - It’s funny how sometimes I look back on a r*n and think that was a great night, but
can’t quite remember why! This was one of those evenings, and neither the route map on the website or my notes
from the circle make much sense or serve to jog the ole memory cells. So things I can remember include parking
being a bit of a challenge and we welcomed EGH3 regular Snakebite on the walk, although her local knowledge
meant we had to wait until she realised she was caught up with the runners for her to back pedal and join us. But
Wildbush had a treat with a visit to the Ludwell Spring, and Leslie was able to enhance the info on that. A natural
chalybeate spring nicely restored by three local volunteers this was renowned as a cure for ‘the plague’ as early as
the 1300’s and was visited by pilgrims during the Great Plague of 1666, but not by the main pack this evening who
were busy on a route to the south of the village. I suspect we then took the Keysford Lane down towards the
railway line to join the main trail for a short while, including some
pretty serious shiggy, before SCB’ing up the road and along a track
to a crossroads of footpaths where Wildbush produced the sip stop
from her back. Cooperman and Whose Shout were already here
waiting patiently and the rest of the pack arrived from wherever
the hell they’d been as soon as the bottle was open. It was a short
stroll back to the pub where we soon took over before circling up.
Keeps It Up was questioned on how he’d manage to set trail with a
Saturday marathon and the Hastings hash on the Sunday but
drank with Wildbush anyway. Snakebite was welcomed in the
time-honoured way, and Ian the bar steward was also downed as a
returnee having hashed with us way back when he was incumbent
at the White Horse in Ditchling. Swallow had to be rescued after getting stuck in the shiggy so drank with Lily the
Pink who either thought the sip was brandy when it wasn’t, or thought it was something else when it was, I can’t
remember! Ginger Nuts evening didn’t go well after car issues earlier, then a bridge issue but I’d be surprised if he
was still in the pub. No doubt there was some waffle about the origins of the green man but I’ve no idea what the
mention of Molly and Prince Crashpian, or Angel moisture refer to but another great hash anyway!
Bouncer
Sportsman, Goddards Green – The One Erection pre-election special saw a good crowd testing the Christmas
ale in the pub pre-run, a number of whom didn’t actually make it out! Roaming Pussy brought a friend,
Jackie, along who set such a blistering pace at the start that even Wildbush got left behind as we charged
confidently through the pack at the first check. While the pack squelched through Dumbrells Farm to Pook
Bourne Lane we crossed the bypass to sprint past the Handcross Hotel before re-crossing to meet the pack,
who’d got there at the same time by covering less distance. As they headed out towards the A23 to follow
Herrings Stream back to Cobbs Mill and east to Malthouse Lane, we carried on down the lane taking the
footpath through Naldretts Farm where we were surprised to be caught by old hasher Simon Brown on a
rare reappearance marred slightly by his late arrival. After getting lost in a field we eventually made our
way out to rejoin trail briefly before SCB’ing up the
road to find the sip stop of sherry with cheesy feet and
erections courtesy of Roaming, then a well placed
puddle on the in trail gave all a chance to finish with
clean shoes for once! New boots Ellie and Nura had
already left by the time circle was called so One
Erection was thanked for a great trail and Roaming
for great cheesy knobs, and she actually took a beer
this time – as long as it was Christmas Ale! Rules of the
walking group were explained to Jackie - it’s for the
lame and lazy, otherwise you can keep up with the
main pack! Other beers went to Knightrider for a face
plant, while Bo Peep had also slipped on a stile. With the upcoming election NickO, Cliffbanger and Gromit, all
dressed in one of the main parties colours, were called forward to consider their manifesto for hashers, while
RA read out a few policies: On Brexit: We will reverse Article 50, take over the EU, then kick all the other
nations out. AIR bags will be fitted to the Stock Exchange immediately, ready for the next crash. KIDS will
be made to sit closer together on smaller desks to reduce school class sizes. POTHOLES deeper than 3 inches
will be marked by a yellow plastic duck. YELLOW lines will be painted where you can park instead of where
you can’t to save money. We will RENAME the current Oyster travel cards, ‘Sardine Cards’ to better reflect
the experience when travelling on public transport. The Monster Raving Loony Party was correctly
identified first by St. Bernard, but the policies by our chaps seemed to focus far more on greater shiggy than
free beer, only Cliffbanger taking the hint and therefore winning… free beer!! Wilds Thing had taken to social
media to announce that he’d forgotten his deodorant before the Mouth to Mouth Marathon. First World
Problems, and probably a futile exercise, but as he wasn’t here Keeps It Up, who’d managed to run most of
the 26 miles in his presumably malodorous presence, took the beer. Another great hash!

Come the resolution…
My goal for 2019 was to lose 10 pounds. Only 15 to go.

I don’t mean to brag but I finished my 14 day diet in 3 hours 20 minutes.

A recent study has found that women who carry a little weight live a lot longer than the men who mention it.

Q: Doctor, I've heard that cardiovascular exercise can
prolong life. Is this true? A: Your heart only good for so
many beats, and that it...don't waste on exercise.
Everything wear out eventually. Speeding up heart not
make you live longer; it like saying you extend life of car by
driving faster. Want to live longer? Take nap.
Q: Should I cut down on meat and eat more fruits and
vegetables? A: You must grasp logistical efficiency. What
does cow eat? Hay and corn. And what are these?
Vegetables. So steak is nothing more than efficient
mechanism of delivering vegetables to your system. Need
grain? Eat chicken. Beef also good source of field grass
(green leafy vegetable). And pork chop can give you 100% of
recommended daily allowance of vegetable product.
Q: Should I reduce my alcohol intake? A: No, not at all. Wine
made from fruit. Brandy is distilled wine, that mean they
take water out of fruity bit so you get even more of goodness
that way. Beer also made of grain. Bottom up!
Q: How can I calculate my body/fat ratio? A: Well, if you

have body and you have fat, your ratio one to one. If you
have two
bodies,
your ratio
two
to
one, etc.
Q: What are some of the advantages of participating in a
regular exercise program? A: Can't think of single one,
sorry. My philosophy is: No pain...good!
Q: Aren't fried foods bad for you? A: YOU NOT LISTENING!
Food are fried these day in vegetable oil. In fact, they
permeated by it. How could getting more vegetable be bad
for you?!?
Q: Will sit-ups help prevent me from getting a little soft
around the middle? A: Definitely not! When you exercise
muscle, it get bigger. You should only be doing sit-up if you
want bigger stomach.
Q: Is chocolate bad for me? A: Are you crazy?!? HEL-LO-O!!
Cocoa bean! Another vegetable! It best feel-good food around!
Q: Is swimming good for your figure? A: If swimming good
for your figure, explain whale to me..
Q: Is getting in shape important for my lifestyle? A: Hey!
'Round' a shape!

REHASHING CHRISTMAS PARTY & AWARDS
We returned once again to the Hash-socks Hotel for the Christmas hash, a week
early this year due to the calendar, and once again the locals were bemused by the
various Christmas themed fancy dress garb, as pre-run pints were consumed before
the r*n. Great effort from pretty well everyone, but most especially Dangleberry’s
full Christmas dinner and Nobbychick’s somewhat scary interpretation, taking
‘Camp as Christmas’ to a whole new level. All bets on the winner were off as soon as
we stepped outside and Lily the Pink appeared as a fully decorated Christmas tree
complete with flashing lights! The promise of a mud-free trail came under scrutiny
from the off as we headed up the splashy line-path, but we were soon amongst the
houses where we stayed, crossing back over
the Keymer Road for a loop up Grand
Avenue to look at some pretty lights.
Returning almost to the pub for a second
time, marks took us north again, under the
railway line and the long way round to
Silver Fox and Blonde Vixens back garden
for mulled wine and nibbles in the rain.
At the pub there was the usual crowd of early birds who’d avoided the
r*n, but the free pints were by token only and Ride-It made sure strict
controls were in place as the ladies fought for seats while the gentlemen
fought for the beer. Following Mudlarks retirement, this years MC’s were
Lily the Pink and Fukarwe who wasted little time in dishing out the hash
awards, many of which
had been ‘pimped’ by last
years holders (pto)!
In the starter round coMC Fukarwe received
the “beyond all hope of
repair” silencer for his complete balls-up at the Swan; Keeps
It Up once again took the International hasher of the year;
Bouncer got a pen-pusher award; Roaming Pussy received for
her cheesy feet (nibbles); and Wilds Thing as most likely to
succeed as a hasher! The fancy dress was a closely fought
contest between Lily and Dangleberry, who won it for
consistency despite wild-card third nominee Pirate, who
always appears as Pirate. Wettest hash and Mountain Goat
award went to St Bernard, and the best overall sip to One Erection for the Bevy on his 40th with a special
mention for the absent Gomi’s 50th, and of course tonight’s hosts for the mulled wine - Silver Fox and Blonde
Vixen. The latter was called back again in the next round as our hare raiser settled scores with the nonsetters, also calling Roaming and, bizarrely, Hot Fuzz who has actually set three times this year, including
rescuing Shoots Off Early when health issues prevented him doing it himself! A special hash star award went
to Cinderfella who has not only taken to hashing like a duck to water, but also introduced his kids to both the
hash and the CRAFT, as well as saving the day to complete the relay team summarising it as the best day of
his life! He also got a nomination in the best name of the year along with Asbestosser and Titty Fish Bang,
but there could only be one winner as the last two weren’t present, and Pearly Cubes was it! We had quite a
few sparkly hashers but the MC’s decided to crown Willy (in the orange.. er.. crown), although significant
other DJ’s waistcoat was the envy of all! DJ was passed the Bogeyman award for numptiness after his
attempted scrumping of what turned out to be sheep
beet, also receiving the moniker Sheepbeater, while
Willy was named Won’t He. In the final flurry of
awards Prof again received the Cribbage board;
Cliffbanger was recognised as a fine upstanding hasher
who never swears, despite Bushsquatter; the Burqa
went to Prince Crashpian after spending so long in
Antarctica it might encourage him to seek a warmer
climate; and the absent Rainbow Balls received a
special mention for the Running Man hash. Bizarrely
no Health and Safety mention was made of the most
dangerous hashes when wasp’s nests were encountered
on Bo-Peep’s trail from the Royal Oak Lewes and Lily
the Pink’s from White Horse, Ditching. Thanks were then offered out to all involved in the organisation,
Psychlepath for the DJ’ing and Local Knowledge for this year’s plants before we strutted our stuff to conclude
another great Christmas Hash Party and awards night!

Boxing Day leftovers…
The pimping of the hash awards:

A few of the awards were returned ‘pimped’ by the previous holders. St. Bernard, Bouncer and Roaming Pussy!
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Brighton hasher makes social media headlines, receiving hundreds of shares and 36,000 likes!
After all the effort involved in making his costume, Lily the Pink was persuaded to wear it again at the
Bevendean Down parkrun the following Saturday. Forgetting he’d also agreed to join One E and colleagues
in a midnight 20 miler from Plumpton to the all-night café on Brighton seafront, Tim nevertheless honoured
his promise and duly turned up at the parkrun start having done the run in appalling rain and underfoot
conditions but restored his body with breakfast, a pint and under 2 hours sleep, to don the tree and parkrun
it with some help from You Stupid Bastard. Following pictures appearing on social media and rapidly being
shared far and wide, the BBC detective sent an e-mail to the Brighton Hash website in the hope of a story.
Despite Keeps It Up sharing Tim’s co-ordinates without checking first, Lily was able to lay low until the
moment was gone, although he did chop the tree up before he had another pint! The legend has been
established though with inclusion on Danny Norman’s occasional parkrun podcast “With Me Now”!

REHASHING (ctd.)
John Harvey Tavern - The vote on day or evening hash for Christmas Eve eve was
held on a night when the pack was small but the way of votes is that you don’t
always get what you want, and unfortunately for those who were still working,
the majority opted for a 2pm start. It was nice to be running in daylight for a
change and the hour also favoured a few fair weather hashers not seen for a while
including Drambulie and Bosom Boy, who were not only dressed as elves but had
found matching gear for the hounds Amber and Rico. Rebel seemed to have
enjoyed himself with the trail, taking us directly into the mud at the Railway
Nature Reserve, crossing over to go through Grange Gardens normally closed to us
in the evening, then back to incorporate Priory Park as well. Following the lane
behind the houses parallel with Southover Street out to Juggs, it was down the
steps then up Rotten Row and through the cemetery crossing to climb up through
the Paddock. Unbelievably we still went further west, past the school before a long
drag along Offham Road and round the edge of an extremely wet Pells, the usual
boundaries being completely underwater. None too soon came the excellent sip
stop at Rebel’s place overlooking the Police car park, before we headed back to the
pub. A room large enough for half the pack had been reserved
upstairs but we squeezed in anyway to enjoy the ales until folk
started to murmur about trains, so a quick circle up was called. With
seven minutes before their departure. new boot Charlotte and David
Chase were called ahead of the hares, the latter finally receiving a
handle as the RA told a very dubious joke based on the 70’s adverts
for the Olympus trip camera. Since he
joined us Dave has proven his
photographic skills but not many were
aware (not even him!) that, back in
the day, he’d had a commission to take
some top shelf photos of Katie Price.
As the session went on, the mood
relaxed, and the pictures became
more adult culminating in close-ups of her “flower”. Unfortunately for Dave, there
was a certain richness to the “bouquet” that had him uttering the line, “Don’t you
bathe it daily?” to which Jordan responded, “Bathe It Daily? Who’s He?” Well now
you know! Moving rabidly on, hare was admonished that, with all that water, it
was a surprise there were no fishhooks as he downed with Jenny Greenteeth for the
sip and chalk carrier Drambulie. We were privileged to be present at the
inaugural awarding of the Grand Order of the (Christmas) Pudding courtesy of
Prince Crashpian whose brother apparently makes them. After his tree antics over
the last week, and given that he didn’t know when to stop today, Lily the Pink was
the delighted recipient. Gromit got away with no down down for wearing mistletoe as he’d used the same trick for
free beer at the EGH3 Xmas run the day before so the final drinks went out to Chris Wilce for misleading pack
(STILL needs a name!), Rico for trail abuse (taken by his human Bosom Boy, despite Bouncer running with Pooh
on his head!), and Dangleberry for lost property although him not paying for the car park as he thought it was
Sunday also warranted mention. Another great daytime hash!
The Beachy Head, Eastbourne - After gathering in the lovely warm pub we had the pre-hash chat in the car
park with a biting cold wind and fog. We set off east with the wind behind us following chalk arrows along
the top. Lily lost trail for a few moments but co-hare One Erection put us right. We had a good laugh thanks
to JJ, who was running in welly’s (hash shoes were left by the front door) and Silver Berk was very keen,
checking out several times, frequently downhill which is not always wise, and always returning unsuccessful
but obviously needing more practice as they were the right way. As we were now heading west but down
behind the cliff top it was protected and good running terrain, other than the nasty brambles we were
directed through, causing at least 2 to be tripped over. Our most challenging part was the climb up
Whitbread Hollow which was very long and very steep. At the top was a fishhook that all but four ignored,
or chose to slow down on hands and knees so everyone passed them (Bushsquatter). We then weaved our way
up and down west towards the lighthouse, periodically meeting
walkers returning to the pub. At Belle Tout we were met by Lily’s
dad at the door giving out Xmas hugs (well I got one!) followed by
some lovely beer and relax up in the lantern room. Down downs
went to hares, virgins (Ann +), Local Knowledge avoiding the
really steep climb up Whitbread Hollow, Bushsquatter, Cliffbanger
and Spreadsheet. Also JJ for Wellies but Bo Peep took it, Lily again
for showing off in his Xmas Tree then not wanting the publicity
and Brent for giving out his e-mail etc to the BBC. Everyone else
had asked Lily’s permission! We then set off back to the pub, some
via the road and others along the cliff path, but it turned out to be
a good job the circle up had been held at the sip as the pub ran out
of Jolly Holly beer, their only available draft! Another great hash!
Angel

Probably the best CRAFT ever thanks to an amazing team effort by Eat
My Cucumber & Lily the Pink (trail), One Erection (clues), Just Kikk’im
(scrolls) and Roaming Pussy (additional en-route fun)! A brilliant premise
to link the 12 pubs to the original 12 days of Christmas song using clues from
a ‘reveal’ at each pub hit the imagination of the hash ensuring a great
attendance from the start, all in Christmas jumpers. Keeps It Up,
Wildbush, Jacqui and Testiculator joined the above at pub #1 the Lord
Nelson (10 Lords a leaping), after meeting Santa on the train down. #2
Caroline of Brunswick was the answer to the 9 Ladies Dancing clue where Mudlark, Knightrider, Radio Soap, Cyst
Pit, Vinnie, Louie, Cinderfella, Noah, and Louise all appeared. #3 was the Geese over Water (6 geese a laying) in
Hanover, then four calling birds tenuously linked to #4 the Eagle, where the Hastings crew of Cliffbanger,
Bushsquatter, Kingfisher, Queenfisher and Muppet arrived along with Come Again, and Bouncer & Angel who
came via #1 having been delayed when the other kind of Christmas jumper stopped their train for 2 hours.

After a bonus pub of the Basketmakers and some food on the hoof we were off to #5 the Pond for 7 swans, #6
the Crowns (5 gold rings), and #7 Three Jolly Butchers. Here we were joined by Peter Pansy on his way
through to elsewhere and young Noah found himself getting named “Noah-tool” for solving most of the clues
(know-it-all)! #8 Sussex Yeoman cleared the 12 drummers then on to #9 the Cow for the 8 maids a milking.

The process of elimination suggests that the next clue led to the two turtle doves but how that relates to #10
Shakespeare's Head will remain a mystery One E probably clarified through the haze of the shots the hard core
were now knocking back with the beers, but at least #11 French Horn for the 11 pipers was clear, as was the #12
Evening Star finishing at the beginning with the Partridge for the Dark Star brewery at Partridge Green.

All in all a fantastic day and extra kudos to Roaming, Jacqui, One E, LTP, EMC and Kim for completing all 12!

12 days of Christmas according to Strava:
Continuing with the 12 Days of Xmas and neatly segueing into the loose fitness/resolution theme of this trash, Ted
Mason covered a few miles to create these amazing Strava art pictures by running or biking round his area!
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Wrapping up Christmas:

Cats in 2019

Dads in 2019

Girls in 2019

Ah, cheers Fukarwe!

IN THE NEWS…

Bojo wins his seat thanks to some carefully picked opposition

11th hour bribe fails

…at local and national level.

Boat people change their mind

Abbot maths fail
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Social media loses the plot over Bountygate

Trump before the bar
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To abdicate means to give up all hope of ever having a flat stomach.
I do have flabby thighs, but fortunately my stomach covers them.
The advantage of exercising every day is so that when you die, they'll say, 'Well, he looks good doesn't he.'
I know I got a lot of exercise the last few years,...... just getting over the hill.
We all get heavier as we get older as there's a lot more information in our heads. That's the story I'm sticking to.
Every time I start thinking too much about how I look, I just find a pub with a Happy Hour and by the time
I leave, I look just fine.

The Importance of walking
I think that all of you know that my
cardiologist has me walking a half hour every
day, but I have decided on a new exercise
program. I am walking with a neighbour every
day. I never knew walking with someone else
was such an incentive. We don't talk much
during the walk though. Our neighbour walks
about 10 feet ahead of me.

We only started the program two weeks ago So
far, I have followed her for 10 miles. . . without
even using my cane! I am feeling better each
mile and my heart condition, my blood
pressure and my back seem to be improving
too! Thanks for your concern.

Fun Fact at the end about the end:
Humans are deuterostomes which means that when they
develop in the womb, the anus forms before any other opening.
Which basically means at one point you were nothing but an
asshole. Some people never develop beyond this stage.

